
Pick Your Path: EVGA GTX Game Bundle – Get Assassin's Creed Unity, Far Cry 4, or The Crew for Free

- Tuesday, November 4, 2014 – You’re a gamer, and we have the hottest titles this holiday for whatever you like to
play. Buy any EVGA GeForce GTX 980, 970, 780 Ti or 780 graphics card, and get a coupon (or digital code) that
can be redeemed for Assassin’s Creed® Unity, Far Cry® 4 or The Crew™.

Arm yourself with the world’s most advanced GPUs to enhance your gaming experiences with Dynamic Super
Resolution (DSR) and Multi-Frame Sampled Anti-Aliasing (MFAA) for stunning graphics. Plus, experience DirectX
11 tessellation, HBAO+, and breakthrough NVIDIA GameWorks™ effects like realistic fur, water, and fire.

The only question is which of these Ubisoft games do you want to experience next:

Assassin’s Creed Unity, the latest installment in Ubisoft’s most successful franchise, will feature HBAO+, TXAA,
PCSS and tessellation technologies, allowing Ubisoft to set its game in a sprawling digital reconstruction of late
18th century Paris.

Far Cry 4 is another legendary game series getting a visual and technology upgrade. Besides HBAO+, TXAA,
PCSS and enhanced 4K support, Far Cry 4 integrates NVIDIA “Godrays” technology so gamers can all but feel the
sun beating down in the Himalayas, and NVIDIA HairWorks, for rendering the hyper-realistic adversaries players
encounter.

The Crew is the ultimate street racing game. Motoring through the bustling streets of New York City and Los
Angeles, cruising down sunny Miami Beach or trekking through the plateaus of Monument Valley looks superb
thanks to the use of HBAO+ and TXAA technologies – all rendered in breathtaking 4K.

You can also take your games on the go with NVIDIA® SHIELD™ devices. The Crew even comes with an
Android™ companion app that lets you tinker with your ride before playing it live, chat remotely, browse friend
profiles, and send your crew on jobs – all from the road.

Learn more about the Pick your Path game bundle at: http://eu.evga.com/articles/00880/Pick-Your-Path/

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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